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We all possess a 
special talent so 
it is necessary to 
discover what it 
is and how to 
strengthen it.

Siroos Ghafourian Far 
AGQ President 

”

“
We strive to 

ensure everything 
works as it should 
thereby providing 

best quality”

“

Asre Goftego Qalam (AGQ) ProfileAsre Goftego Qalam (AGQ) Profile International Dept. ActivitiesInternational Dept. Activities

Asre Goftego Qalam, Cultural & Artistic (AGQ) institute based 
in Tehran - Iran, specializes in designing and implementing 
tailor-made & practice-oriented training courses, and  internship 
programs for NGO leaders, government officials, educators, 
business people, and company owners, under the frame of       
seminars / webinars and educational tours in Iran,   European 
and Asian countries.

Asre Goftego Qalam, Cultural & Artistic (AGQ) institute, is 
proud to have been able to launch professional business training 
for small and medium-sized businesses in Iran during the years 
of its activities to enhance the knowledge and potential of 
economic activists to enter the worldwide markets with high 
quality, and  constantly trying to meet their needs through 
market research conducted by capable experts in the form of 
professional and practice-oriented training sessions or meetings 

with foreign traders to improve the export of domestic products. 
In this respect, the Institute has received awards and rewards 
from officials in Iran and foreign countries.

 Providing international cooperation and concluding a memo-
randum of understanding with foreign universities and institu-
tions in order to hold training courses.

 Development of educational and research communication 
in order to participate in conferences, seminars and scientific 
congress with reputable international centers.

 Introducing foreign courses and tours to familiarize 
economic activists with international business methods.

Mina Alavash Shoshtary
AGQ Education & 

Intl. Director             
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All companies count on their Leaders, Managers, Team Leaders and  Business        
Professionals to make good use of  their management and business skills to help 
grow the company, especially today when we live in times of disruption and 
change.

Knowing this…

How can you get essential skills and pragmatic tools to act quickly in changing          
environments? … to move up in your career? … 
And help your organization grow?

AGQ helps you get equipped with the skills and competencies that you need to 
perform and succeed in complex and challenging business environments.

Asre Goftego Qalam (AGQ) Institute VisionAsre Goftego Qalam (AGQ) Institute Vision

DEUTSCHE MANAGEMENT 
AKADEMIE NIEDERSACHSEN

Germany

ISTANBUL AYDIN UNIVERSITY
Turkey

PARIS GRADUATE SCHOOL
France

BEAUTY FASHION ACADEMY
Milan

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS SCHOOL 
 Barcelona

AGQ Academy PartnersAGQ Academy Partners
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HALIC UNIVERSITY
Turkey

SOURCE of COMMERCE GmbH
Germany

FERDOWSI LEGAL
France



DEUTSCHE MANAGEMENT 
AKADEMIE NIEDERSACHSEN

DEUTSCHE MANAGEMENT 
AKADEMIE NIEDERSACHSEN DMAN Values and Guiding PrinciplesDMAN Values and Guiding Principles

”

“ We support 
companies and 
organizations in 
their strategic 
development.

Alexander Wurst
Academy director

”

“We help our 
customers tap new 
business potentials 

at home and 
abroad.

Yousef Nahhas
Project Manager 

MENA/Africa
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Our goals
We qualify specialists and executives for success on international 
markets.
We support companies and organizations in their strategic development.
We help to develop new business potential at home and abroad.
We promote intercultural exchange of experiences and foreign trade 
relations.

Our values   and guidelines
Competence
We work competently and reliably for the benefit of our customers.

Customer benefits
We impart practice-oriented knowledge that helps our customers 
directly.

Flexibility
We respond flexibly to the individual requirements of our customers.

Quality
We are actively looking for ways to continually improve the 
quality of our offering.

Partnership
We work in partnership with colleagues and business partners.

Intercultural respect
We treat people from all countries and cultures with respect.

Sustainability
We support sustainable learning, action and management.



Paris Graduate School (PGS), a branch of Innovative Knowledge 
Institute (IKI). We firmly believe that Education is for improving 
our lives. We offer students and working professionals a unique 
opportunity to study on our “ Blended Learning ” courses which 
enables students to have the “best of both worlds”: classroom 
study at one of our global study centers, alongside Distance     
Learning study.
Our two primarily Study Centers are right in the “heart of 
Europe” at the two greatest capitals – Paris and London. Our 
academic strategy of `Education on Your Doorstep` enables 
students to gain qualification while studying in their home      
country or Paris or London.

PARIS GRADUATE SCHOOL PARIS GRADUATE SCHOOL 

     Understanding the geopolitical and economic dynamics of one of these areas (Middle 
East – West Africa – central Africa – southern Africa – southern Asia – Russia and its 
neighborhood – South America- East Asia & Iran) 
     Reconstructing devastated areas
     Ethics: professional, personal, and general ethics for functioning in the world
     Corporate social responsibility 
     Many other courses are tailored to the specific needs of your organizations.

Areas of Studies Areas of Studies 

Dr. Souha Akiki

Education is the 
best friend. An 

educated person 
is respected 
everywhere”

“
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President & Founder



ESEI International Business School is a boutique business community 
founded in 1989. 
We are a nationally and internationally recognized think tank in 
areas such as innovation, entrepreneurship and leadership.
We pride ourselves on doing things differently and offering quality 
and excellence in everything we do. We cherish our team and our 
professors because they open doors for students who, in turn, open 
doors for society.

WHAT WE DO,

We provide internationally focused educational programmes that 
combine academic excellence in business studies with humanistic 
values that help our students build character.
We guide each student on their personal journey of discovery, where 
they uncover their values and learn how to harness their uniqueness. 
We empower our students to fulfil their visions and achieve their 
personal and professional dreams

WHO WE ARE?

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS SCHOOL -BARCELONAINTERNATIONAL BUSINESS SCHOOL -BARCELONA
ESEI Educational & Business PartnersESEI Educational & Business Partners

Our International 
faculty will 

motivate and 
inspire you to 

reach your 
highest 

potential.”

“

Haramrit Singh
Expansion Coordinator 

(external Partner)
I feel very proud to 

have been the 
pioneer of this 

model since it has 
widened the 

perspective of our 
students”

“

Jordi Estera
Director of ESEI

Partners

ESEI’s partners are committed to helping our students achieve 
success. We are grateful for the opportunity to work with 
like-minded organisations who have a real passion for impacting 
the world through education and business.

We have partnered with top universities around the world, 
service providers who guarantee our students’ welfare, and 
businesses from across several industries who guarantee            
professional opportunities for our students.
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Services we provideServices we provideFERDOWSI LEGALFERDOWSI LEGAL

”

“

”

“

BAKI H. MANECHE
 Founding Partner

JEAN-CHARLES ALBITRE
Managing and 

Co-Founding Partner

we help our 
clients expand 
and develop 

their technolo-
gies, brands, 

products, data 
and services.

We strive to find 
practical solutions 

addressing all 
aspects of          

insolvency and 
restructuring.
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Founded in 2016 in Tehran with expansion in Lebanon, Syria 
and Iraq in 2018.

A team of legal and tax advisers on the ground, fully dedicated 
to the markets of the Middle East countries, combining local 
expertise and know-how and European savoir-faire.
 
A team of European lawyers having each more than 25 years of 
experience in emerging markets with a solid knowledge of the 
region and strong relationships developed locally through the 
years.

Strong ethical values and an exigent vision of the lawyer-client 
relationship based on reactivity, flexibility and Tailor-made 
solutions.

What We Do

We can assist in relation to carrying out activities in and with Iran, 
Lebanon, Iraq and Syria, and in deciding on the right investment 
structures. This can cover:
 Choice of jurisdiction from which to invest (based on    
availability and use of bilateral investment treaty and taxation 
considerations);
 Choice of investment vehicle and evolving joint venturing 
requirements;
 Structuring around Iran tax rules and restrictions, international 
sanctions, and foreign exchange rules;
 Evaluation and background checks of local partners and 
suppliers.



SOURCE of COMMERCE GmbHSOURCE of COMMERCE GmbH

We are a management consulting company from Hamburg, 
Germany. Making us an exceptional establishment as Source of 
Commerce GmbH is the sole management consultancy company 
for domestic and foreign companies and affairs.

Our various international services and projects with successful 
results are based on our many years of experience and the         
collaborations with the outstandingly highclass ventures of the 
productions. 

Our very experienced team is continously being trained and 
being kept informed on new trends and know-hows. With that 
we are always acquainted about the latest updates and simply 
just mindful of them.

 Consulting:

Marketing, Branding, Management consultancy, Export management, Int. trade
Our priority are the customers. We strive on focusing and processing your needs and 
wants. Really making sure that you find the exact right product and service for you is of 
great importance for the team. That's why comprehensive advice is our primary interest 
and concern following the required necessities of our customers, so you are able to decide 
informatively.

we accompany 
all our customers 

from the 
beginning to the 
execution and           
development.”

“

CEO of 
Source of Commerce 

GmbH

Seyed Astaneha

Our servicesOur services
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We challenge your business challenges!



Workshops, One-to-One Individual Courses at free frequency. 

BFA-MILANO supports and supports the professional in its 
business, integrating or completing their training through a targeted 
and diversified educational offer by objectives, specialization, 
duration and attendance.

The high degree of personalization of the courses available 
allows you to satisfy any professional need, whether it is to 
update your skills and preparation to keep up with the market, or 
if you intend to   accelerate or upgrade your own career specializing 
in areas of particular importance and in which the demand for 
specific professional figures is constantly growing, such as the 
fashion, advertising and visual communication sector.

Training and High Professional Specialization in the center of 
Milan for Make-up artists, Image Consultants, Beauticians, Hair 
Stylists, Fashion Stylists and Fashion Designers.
With headquarters and showroom in the historic Palazzo Cusini, in 
the heart of Milan, a few steps from Piazza San Babila, the Duomo 
and the Fashion District, Beauty Fashion Academy represents a  
prestigious reference in national and international Professional     
Training and High Specialization.
The didactic programming includes Academic Courses for 
Make-Up Artist Pro at periodic frequency, Image Design Courses, 
Full-immersion Professional Specia ization Master, Training      

BEAUTY FASHION ACADEMYBEAUTY FASHION ACADEMY BFA GoalBFA Goal
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It is not surprising to encounter the graduates of Istanbul Aydın 
University, which has taken the road with the slogan of 
"Towards a Bright Future", at the brightest spots of business life. 
Istanbul Aydın University is a city and campus university located 
in the center of Istanbul with its experienced academic staff who 
have gained a  reputation for their scientific studies in our             
country and in the world.
The first thing that will engage your attention when you step on 
campus is the vitality of it. Istanbul Aydın University where you 
can experience an activity every hour of the day, is dominated by 
constant energy and mobility.
Having succeeded many accomplishments in spite of being 
young, IAU prepares its students for their dream jobs by providing 
free career planning service to its students and alumni. You can find 
yourself starring in a movie, doing a research or singing along with 
somebody when you visit IAU that knows the importance of 
practical education besides theoretical education.

     Comprehensive University: IAU has academic programs at pre-bachelor’s,             
bachelor’s, master’s and doctoral levels covering most disciplines. 
       Focus on Competency:  IAU emphasizes professional competency in its teaching. 
Students have internships integrated into their curricula and on-the-job-training opportunities 
through the many industry partnerships of IAU.
     International University:  IAU has an international campus with around 4000               
international degree-seeking students from 101 countries. IAU also welcomes international 
students through the Erasmus+, bilateral exchange programs, and the Delightful Istanbul 
programs. 

ISTANBUL AYDIN UNIVERSITYISTANBUL AYDIN UNIVERSITY IAU Facts and FiguresIAU Facts and Figures

”

“Our mission is to 
prepare students 

as competent 
individuals in 

their professions 
for an environ-

ment with global 
competition.

Dr. Mustafa Aydin
Board of Trustees

President 
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Halic UniversityHALIC UNIVERSITYHALIÇ UNIVERSITY

Haliç University is a foundation university established by the 
Our Children with Leukemia Foundation in accordance with the 
Higher Education Law No. 2547 and started its education life on 
23 November 1998.

It is Turkey's leading Foundation University, which has been 
continuing its education and research mission in a wide spectrum 
such as health, engineering, architecture, sports and art since 
1998.

Haliç University continues its education life with 7 Faculties, 2 
Schools, 1 Vocational School, Conservatory and Graduate          
Education Institute and more than 10 thousand current students.

Our University, which puts design and creativity at its center, 
takes place in international rankings with the impact of its 18 
thousand graduates in Turkey.

Mission, Vision and Core Values of our University in the 
2018-2022 Strategic Plan

Vision

Istanbul and the Golden Horn; To be a leading university in the 
fields it prioritizes by drawing strength from its historical 
heritage and educating competent people in the fields of               
education, training, research and development.

Mission

Inspired by local and universal values; To be a pioneer in 
science, art and sports.

Strategy PlanStrategy Plan

In our 20th year, 
we are living the 
rightful pride of 

rebuilding stronger 
goals and a stronger 

Haliç university

The determination 
and effort we 
will show to    

implement our 
strategic plan 

will carry us to 
an advanced 

future.

Mehmet Naci TOPSAKAL
Board of trustees President

Prof. Dr. Zafer UTLU
Rector

”

“

”

“
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GermanyFrance

Germany

Germany

ItalyFrance

France Belgium

France Belgium

France Belgium

Belgium

Belgium

ItalyFrance Belgium

GermanyFrance Belgium

Date| January 19th – 27th - 2024
Topic| Oil & Gas & Petro 
 CRM
 Digitalization in Sales 
 Legal Commercial Contracts   
Venue| IFP School - PARIS - Germany

Date| April 29th – May 07th   
Topic|  Legal Commercial Contracts  
 Company Sales Development 
Venue|  Paris Legal Center Conference hall & Rome - Italy

Date|  February 17th – 25th   
Topic| Legal issues in the economic crisis
 Crisis management 
 Investment development, export to Europe
Venue| Paris Legal Center Conference hall & Hamburg Conference Hall- Germany

Date|  January 20th– 28th   
Topic|  Reviewing the Legal challenges of Commercial Contracts
 Economics & Taxation in Business        
Venue| Paris Legal Center Conference hall & Hamburg Conference Hall- Germany

Date|  June 16th – 24th   
Topic| Oil & Gas & Petro 
 CRM 
 Digitalization in Sales 
 Legal Commercial Contracts
Venue| IFP School - PARIS

Date| July 21th – 29th   
Topic| Digital Marketing in Auto Industry 
 Modern Sales Management
 Negotiation Plan for Commercial Contracts 
 Essential Points for Dispute
Venue| Paris Legal Center Conference hall & Milan - Auto Industry (visit)

Date|  October 06th – 14th   
Topic|  Reviewing the Legal Critical Points in Trading Agreements 
 Developing Economy Strategies in the Companies 
Venue| Paris Legal Center Conference hall - Germany

2023 Events Schedule 2023 Events Schedule
Overseas Seminars
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Iran

Iran
Iran

Iran

Dubai

Turkey

France Belgium

France Belgium Germany

France Belgium Germany

Date| July 1st - 8th 
Topic| International Commercial Contract Law
Venue| Paris Strategic Research Center- PARIS

Date|  July 19th & 20th

Topic|  Development of Target Markets
Venue| IRIB Conference Hall- Tehran

Date| October 28th – November 5th  
Topic| Reviewing the Legal challenges of Commercial Contracts
 Export Management
 Change Management 
Venue| ISG- PARIS & Hamburg Conference Hall- Germany

Date|  January 12th

Topic|  Strategies & Time Management
 Modern & Digital Marketing    
Venue| Kish Island- IRAN

Date|  February 7h - 8th 
Topic|  Procurement Management & Management Systems 
Venue| Tehran ( Webinar )

Date|  February 14th - 18th 
Topic|  Digital marketing and branding & Contract Writing
Venue| Dubai 

Date|  March 9th

Topic|  Export Management & Digital Currencies
Venue| Spinas Plus Hotel - Tehran 

Date|  April 17th & 18th

Topic|  Microblading & Hair Beauty
Venue| Halic University -Turkey

Date| November 25th – December 3th  
Topic| Reviewing the Legal challenges of Commercial Contracts
 Economics and taxation
 Management Performance
Venue| ISG- PARIS & Hamburg Conference Hall- Germany

2022 Events Schedule 2022 Events Schedule
Local Seminars | Webinars:
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